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TMI Moves
One Step

Closer to
Cleanup with
Head Removal

~;1Rltful.lillla

canal

This summer, workers at Three Mile
Island (TMI) will take another major step
toward defueling the Unit 2 reactor vessel
by removing the vessel's head al'.d placing
it on the storage stand. After several
tests, engineers gave (he go-ahead to

remo"e the head dry-without i100ding
tbe refueling canal. These rests included
radiation surveys, sampling, and video
inspections oi the underside of tbe head
determine radioactivity, analyze
particle makeup. and look
ror debris that could make
removal difficult. Figure 1
iliustrates the three rem~.ining major
steps toward disassembly of tbe reactor at
TMJ-2: placing tbe bead on tbe stora,ge
sland, sloring tbe plenum under waler in
the refueling canal, and removing fuel
and debris from the vessel.

Step 2.
S1ar9 plenum

uno", wa\ilf

In refueling
can ••

White these activitie$, and all of the
vital projects in between, • ,.; scheduled to
take the Technical Information and
Eumination Progam (TI&EP) well into
1937. General Public UuliCie:s Nuclear
Corporation (GPU Nuclear) and U.S.
Department of EDersY (DOE) personnel
have done mudl to brill! the proaram 10
its present sl8Jc, d.iscoYerin8 Alana the
way new aspectS of acddent recovery and
answering a number of important
questions -about the nature and impact of
the accident.

Step
Remove fuel and

debris fram

reactor YeSsei
Figure 1 Thi. schematic
lIIu.t...... the threo major slepS
toward detuM'no Unit 2.
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In preparation for head removal, the
service structure and refueling canal both
were decontaminated, and the lifting and
handling equipment was tested. As part
of a complete safety evaluation, engineers
conducted a head-drop analysis, verifying
that the components below could
withstand such an impact. Looking for
debris thaI could make head removal
difficult. anal}"sts look debris samples
from Ihe top of the plenum assembly and
found the materials there were
nonpyrophoric,

Two final projects in preparing ihe
head for remo\'ai are currently underway,
Worker5 are installing Ihe :canal 5tal
plate, which will close the gap between
the mOllth of rile reactor vessel and the
refueling canal. and they are installing a
tempOrary de fueling water cleanup system
as a precaution. should all unellpccted
event require tbe refueling canal to be
nooded for shielding during head lift.

,

As Figure 1 illustrates. the second
major step toward disassembly is moving
the plenum assembly 10 the shallow end
of lhe refueling canal, where it will be
stored under waler umil its removal. The
plan is to firs! jack the plenum up from
i!s curfel!! seated position and then lift it
from the reaClOr vessel using the polar
crane.

In 1983. major advances were made in
designing lools to inspect and remove the
plenum. Four 6O-lon hydraulic jacks are
being custom designed for the job. From
a central pumping station, four operators
will hand-pump the jacks, lifting the
plenum slowly and in smail increments 50
il may be continuously monitored from
lOp to bottom to check for clearance and
prevent jamming. Engineers are already
aware from video inspectlons of the
plenum's underside that panial fuel
assemblies stiU hang from the plenum.
After initial jacking, workers will knock
off these slubs using a tool that is now in
the design stages,

Rgure 1 indicates that the rmal major
step to the TMI-2 reactor disas!;eQlbly is
removal of fuel and dehm from the
reactor vessel. GPU Nuclear and Tl&EP
engineers have been concentrati:lg on a
number of aspe::ts of this task, including
a major defueting water cleanup system,
fuel removal tools. and cani!ltc:rs in which
to ship the fuel and debris,
The extensive defueling waler cleanup
system to be installed essentially comists
of twO subsystems, one te provide water
filtration and processing f;or the reactor
vessel and contamination ibarrier, and a
second to provide water filtration and
processing for the refueling canal and
spent fuel pool A (see Figure 1).

After discussing options for fuel
canili1ers, Tl&EP and GPU Nuclear
representatives selected a design wide
enough to hold intact cross sections of
fuel assemblies. This canister is, however,
shorter than anticipated because ell3ineers
do not expect to be shipping any full
length fuel assemblies; few if any appear
to be intact. A benefit to using this
canister design is the potential cost
savings; government-owned rail shipping
casks may be available for transponing
Ihe canisters containing the remains of
the Unit 2 core from Nl. 0

Clearly. a key element to derueling is
the fuel removal tooling, to which
engineers and designers have been
devoting much of their efffo~ts.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
selected as contractor [0 design and
fabricate these tools, suggested two
designs for consideration_ The first
design-a manual, remote defueling
system-reflects the technical
specifications prC',riously established for
the necessary mechanical equipment and
vacuum and separation equipment. The
vacuum would remove fine materials as
small as 10 IiIll and debris as IlllTge as fuel
pellets. The system would (hen separate
the debris from the water and load the
debris into canisters,
Demineralize'
cubicle

Westinghouse's second proposed design
also meets the technical specifications,
but it is a more automated approach to
defueling. The system would us;e robotic
arms to position a vacuum hose and load
into a shredder materials too large for
vacuuming. All of the debris then would
be pumped in a slurry Out of the reactor
ves.<;el for separation and canister loading.

A-

Louie
RCTV 

Once the plenum ~sembly is lifted,
engineers wi1\ wrap it in a large, semi
rigid plastic bag, called the transfer
contamination barrier, and place the
entire assembly in the shallow end of the
refueling c:anal.
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Robots Reduce Worker

Radiation Exposure
Many work areas in the Unh 2 plant
contain large amounts of radioactivity
and reany surfaces are highly

contaminated. While workers are
protected witt. anticontamination clothing
and monitored with personnel dosimeters,
the effort to keep e"posure rates low is a
challenging one. Researchers are finding
that robots can take the place of humans
for many ta;ks in high radiation areas. A
look at two robots, destined for use at
TMI, illustrates their useful role in
reducing human radiation exposur~s.

"Left-handed Louie" comes to TMI
from Westing.qouse Hanford Operations
after a long history of remote-control
work in a variety of environments.
Lonie's official name is the Remotely
Controlled Transporter Vehicle, or
RCTV, but since an anonymous
technician during the 19505 scrawled
"Louie" on the robot's ann, the RCTV
bas been known by its more humanlike
name. Louie will assist in a crlUciJU waste
handling operation at T!I"~., i.~t of
monitoring the removal of the Malceup
and Purificanon System demineralizer
resins from their tanks.

During the accident, reactor coolant
water flowed through the Makeup and
Purification System for nearly 18 hours
and deposited significant amounts of
contaminants on the resins in the
purification system demiru:ralv.er tanks.
Extensive efforts to determine exactly
how contaminated tbese resins are have
shown that cesium activitY levels in the
resins may far exceed known values for
any other l!ccident-generated waste in the
plant. Research work reported in both
thl: August and December 1983 issues of
the Update obtained dose rate readings
of 3000 Rlh in the A cubicle. and
1000 RIb in the B cubicle.
The contaminants in the resins are
soluble fission products. They will be
removed through a series of rinsing a.,d
elution steps conducted remotely through
specially adapted plant systems. Dose
rates inside the purification resin tank
cubicles are much too high to permit
human workers to enter routinely. but
the resin tanks must be repeatedly
monitored to see if the rinsing and
elution steps are decontaminating the
resins. Left~handed Louie wiII be used for
the job. As shown in Figure 2, Louie
...rill carry a gamma radiation detector
into a resin tank cubicle and hold the
delmor in a predetermined place up
against tbe tank wall. Technicisns seated
at control panels outside the cubicles can
then monitor gamma radiation levels.

Figure 2 Louie will enter the
demineralizer cubicle to monitor
gamma activity in the resin tank
during cesium elution.
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Figure 3 louie!s 1.3·m
manipuJator arm will help monitor
cesium feyels in a high

radiation area.

Louie's components include a
transporter base, a telescoping rube, a
manipulator arm, three cameras, lights,
and a 3O-m-Ior;.g control cable. Pictured
in Figure 8, Louie's telescoping tube and
mauipulator arm have a combined
vertical reach of 2.9 m, which is ample
height to reach nearly to the top of the
3-m-hlgh demineralizer tanks. Its
manipulator arm can reach as far as
1.3 m horizontally in any direction.
Louie's strength WIll not be needed for its
demineralizer work, but, the telescoping
the
tube can hoist up to 4~O kg,
manipU:tator ann, can lift and lraaneuver
up to 68 kg.
.

and
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Louie's cameras are radiation
hardelied, and will be the operating
technician's "eyes" in t.'te cubicles, not
only for positioning Lou~e and the
gamma morutor correctly. but also for
observing conditions inside the cubicles
during the rinsing and elution processes.
The 30-m cable connecting the
transporter to the control console outside
the c~bicles weighs nearly 23 kg.
This robot is a simple one, whose every
movement must be diaate(j by the
op~rating technician. It haS no ability to.
. interpretCQmmands' repeat activities
, ,on itS ;'wn. Classed as a,~'inast~r-slav~"

or

rooot, it is basically a hot cell
manipulator arm on a traru;porter. But its
simplicity does not diminish its usefulness
to the cleanup task. in which it will serve.
The radiation monitor Louie will carry
will help determine when the 137Cs
concentrations in the demineralizer resins
have been reduced to the lowest practical
leveL Operating technicians will conclude
the rinsing and elution process when the
gamma detectors show no change in
readings after two consecutive elution
cycles. Louie could be exposed to dose
rates of up to 3000 k/h in the course of
the cesium elution process. Its use wilI
greatly reduce the human exposure risks
involved in the important task of eluting
and removing the purification s}'!'tem
resins from the plant.
Robots may playa key role in the
defueling of the reactor vessel, scheduled
to begin in late 1986. A remotely
controlled tool positioning system called
ROSA might be used in place of long
handled tools handled by human worlcers
in the Reactor Building. ROSA is a
Westinghouse Electric Corporation robot;
its name is an acronym for Remotely
Operated Service Arm. It can be used in
connection with a Westinghouse-designed
defueling system to remove all debris
from the damaged Unit 2 reactor.
Research has shown that the accident
reduced much of the original core to a
bed of rubble. The top 1.5 m of the core
is now a large cavity, with a volume of
approximately 9.5 m 3• Into this cavity,
cleanup engineers will lower a variety of
special equipment. Small, loose debris
will be vacuumed out of the core into
shipping canisters located inside the
Reactor Building. Large debris will be
reduced to a smaner size and then
removed to shipping canisters. Material
fused to the rubble bed will be cut loose
with cutting shears, chisels, and drills.
Items to be removed intact for research
studies will be placed into debris baskets
hanging inside the core. ROSA can do
the lifting, rearranging, and positloning
required for these special defueJing
activities.
Westinghouse's ROSA, shown on a
transporter in Figure 4, is a manipulator
arm with humanlike articulation at a
"shoulder," "elbow," and "wrist." Its

flexibility comes from its modular design.
The arm consists of six segmf:l1ts, each of
which is a self-contained unit with a
motor, gear train, brake. and position
indicators. Constructed of 1ightweight
alloys, the arm is very strong for its
54-kg weight. When fully extended to its
2-m length, ROSA can lift 23 kg; when
the 8nD is close to its base, it can lift
more than 90 kg. With special
adjustments, ROSA may bl:: able to lift
even more weight. ROSA's arm joints are
all electric, but are completely watertight
so the arm will work well in the flooded
vessel and cana~.

Figure 4 ROSA's "shoulder,"
"elbow," and "wrist" move to
commands issued through a
computer.

A 180·m umbilical cable will connect
ROSA to its control computer. to be
located in a trailer outside the Reactor
BUilding. This computer, containing
several microprocessors operating in
parallel, is ROSA's hain. For manuai
control, an operator sits at the control
console, issuing commands with a
joystick. The computer translates these
commands into arm movements.
Unlike the movements of such master
slave robots as Louie, ROSA's
movements do not need to be dictated
step-by-step. The computer calculates the
arm joint movements required along six
different axes to move the al'$ in the
manner indicated by the joy~tick. Tne
calculations are performed in a fraction
of a second, and the arm responds
almost immediately.

o
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ROSA's computer can be
preprogrammed with complete
instructi.:;ns for any standard task. The
arm can also be taught to perform a
specific activity. An operator first leads
ROSA through the activity with the
joystick and then instructs the robot to
repeat that activity, unsupervised.
ROSA's memory records all the
information necessary to repeat the
activity indefinitely. Both the
preprogramming and the teachability will
be useful for repetitive, tedious tasks.
Westinghouse developed ROSA in the
early 19805 and has used ROSA in steam
generator repair work and inside reactor
ve3sels. ROSA \\-ould remain the property
of Westinghouse during its use at TML
Indeed. it would be aCcompanied by a
Westinghouse technical adviser and
operated by Westinghouse technicians.
But the robotic arm can far outwork its
human counterparts. While they Me
restricted to eight-hour days, ROSA can
work ~thout rest or maintenance for
1500 nonstop hours. ROSA's flexibility,
strength, and ease of operation can help
to comple!e the defueling operation safely
and efficiently.

6

Louie and ROSA can complete vital
cleanup tasks along the road to cleanup
of the TMI·2 plant. They Me designed to
be versatile, and each could be used for
jobs not discussed here. GPU NucleM is
working with the Electric Power ReseMch
Institute and carnegie·MeDon University
to develop another r{loot for performing
characterization and cleanup tasks, and
the potential for using robots in other
areas in the future continues to be
examined. These machines can play a
useful role in both simple and complex
jobs as they help keep human exposure
as k'\V as is reasonably achievable<O
"
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Source Term Assessment
Continues at 1MI
The TI&EP continues to make progress
in its studies of source term, recently
completing visual inspections of the
TMI-2 Reactor Coolant Drain Tank
(RCDT) and investigating the
concentration of radioiodine and
tellurium in the reactor core and building
basement. In a related effort, GPU
Nuclear engineers took concrete core
samples on the 305-ft aud 347-ft
elevations to assess radionuclide
penetration into the concrete..
The RCDT was the major pathway for
the release of accident water into the
Reactor Building basem¢llt. In video
inSPections of the tank below the vent
line, analysts saw a dark, particulate
sediment of less than 0.32 em thick,
nonuniformly distributeJ on the bottom.
Personnel also saw particles larger than
they predicted would have been released
through the pressurizer to the drain tank;
they cpkulated a maximum particle size
of 30j.llll.
During each of these inspections,
samples of the water ~d sediment were
cx[racteq foraDalysis. By studying the
samples, personnel at,tbeldahoNational
Engineering Labomt01Y (lNEL) will
determine the quatliityoffuclandfission
products tele8Sed to the RCDT. The
~esulting data will also-support ongoing
analyses, of'fission, product nUiss ba14nce
and sourceterm..;..~~e.concentiati6n and
distribution ilfr;uiioiiuclide aCtivity.

In defining the source term in Unit 2,
program personnel are placing special
emphasis on determining the
concentration of 129]- and 13£1.re in liquid
and solid smnples collected from the
reactor core and Reactor Building
basement. Data collected to date indicate
that the fraction of radioiodine released
from the core to the basement is
significantly less than the fraction of
radiocesium released to the iJasement.
Basement sediment samples are being
analyzed to determine if the radioiodine
precipitated. Lead screw and core grab
samples are being analyzed for 13£1.re
whose behavior is important because it is
a parent of iodine-to determine if
platoout or scavenging of the tellurium
significantly reduced the amount of
radioiodine released from the COl':.
To assess'the extent to which
radionuclides migrated into the concrete
in the Inillding, engineers obtained
17 samples
concrete from the 3OS-ft
and 347·ft ele'lations_'(The basement
concrete was itot included in this study
becaUse of its iDaccessibilitt.) Tests on"
these large core samples,. obtained using a
concrete boring,tool,'. res~ 'iIi ,one
5igjnfic3nt [m4ing: that the Jna.jority"of
radiOm.iclides released. from tht Reactor
CooIan~ syste,m(RCs) into·
Reactor
, ,BUildin! eJlvirOninent, v.~ trapPed 'bi the
cotl<irete'ssUrfacecoatbigs~"" "

of

the

Most oonc::ete surfaces in TMI-2 are
protected with epoxy-based, nuclear-grade
coatings, making all. otherwise porous
concrete resistant and easier to
decontaminate. Pictured in Figure 5 is a
sam'Ple of concrete taken from the D ring
wall at the 30S-ft elevation. To its right is
the sample's autorediograph, which
documents the coating's ability to absorb
radionudides and prevent them from
penetrating the concrete. Only where the
coating was scarred and the unprotected
surface was exposed to contaminated
water for an extended period of time did
analysts discover significant radionuclide
penetration.

While analysts are not saying
widespread coating removal in TMI-2 is
necessary, it may be beneficial in areas
where long-tenn personnel operations are
planned. A GPU Nuclear report suggests
devising other equally effective
decontamina..ion methods as alternatives
to coati;-.g cemoval.D

The analysts then removed the
coatings from the samples to see
if this would effectively
decontaminate the surfaces;
and up to 98.5'16 of total
activity measured was
removed with the coating.

•

Chip . - - - ' - - - - .

Figure 5 Tbis concrete core

sample, whOse coating was

aCCidentally chipped-during

removal, wa~ .taJ(enfrom ~he
Dring wallat:the3Q5.ft elevation..
Its al.ltoradiograPh~ .higtJt, •.
shows dartfshac:lir:t9whe:ntJhe .
coatingptotactecftbecoft(;...te
frQm t'8CIionuC;:llde;periet~tion~.· .....

Hydrogen Burn Study
Answers Questions About Its
Cause and Damage
After two years of research and
analysis, TI&EP engineers completed
their studies of the hydro~n burn that
occurred at TMI, answering a number of
questions generated from the event and
gaining a better understanding of its
cause and its damage.
Overall, analysts concluded that the
hydrogen burn caused little damage to
the Reactor Building itself anel no
damage to safety systems. The damage
that was found, for the most part, was
fully consistent with TI&EP expectations.
The bum OI..'(:urred about 10 hours into
the accident, after tbe reactor core
ov<'!rheated and the zircalo,! cladding that
encased the fuel reacted with steam.
liberating ~ quantities of l:ydrogen to
the building, where the gas later ignited.
The estimated pressure rise time for the
event was 10 to 15 seconds, but most of
the 28-psig pressure increase occurred in
the final 3 to 6 seconds.

Section A-A
Hydrogen
release --~..~

EDmmmr;m

site

Reactor
coolant
drain tank

Evidence, such as charred paint and
cables, indicates a flame rose from the
building basement to the dome, where it
remained until quenched.
The precise location 811d ignition
source of the flame are unknown and
may aiways be so, but evidence indicates
the burn originated on the building's west
side, in the basement. Among the
candidate sources of the burn is the
electrical equipment on two Motor
Control Centers that tripped at the time
of the evenf. Access to the 282-ft·Ievel
will provide further insight into the
ignition source and location.·

...... L~of~
·hj~ r81."88 . .
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Calculations by several researchers
indicate that about 370 kg of hydrogen
were in the Reactor Building at ignition,
of which about 320 kg burned. A
hydrogen and steam mixture was released
into the building through the discharge
duct from the RCDT, as illustrated in
Figure 6. The hydrogen then rose
through openings and became well mixed
throughout most of tbe building by way
of the ventilation system, with an average
concentration being 7 to SOlo, depending
on water vapor concentrations. Somewhat
leaner hydrogen concentrations existed in
the unventilated enclosed stairwell and
elevator hoistway, while richer
concentrations existed immediately before
the burn in the vicinity of the release site
and open stairway.

305·tt
elevation

282-ft, 6 In.
elevation

Reactor

vessel

...t

steamj

generator

Since the electrical equipment was
operating in the presence of a flammable
mixture for one to seven hours, analysts
questioned why ignition did not occur
earlier. They developed three possible
explanations. FIrst, releases of steam
early in the accident generated relatively
high concentrations of water vapor, thus
raising the lower flammability limit of
hydrogen in air. Second, sparks
occurring earlier may have been too
weak to cause an 19nition. And
third, it is possible that earlier
ignitions did actually occur, but
without a,ny significant flame
propagation away from the
ignition site.
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DOE Studies. oflonExcl1ange
Media FoclIs ·on Gas '
Generation and Resin
Degradation

•

'degnidi;!s. ~lli.p[l'~generategases
,whiClHoUldiCad to eombust\blegas
miXtur~ incontaineis c:luringhandling~
Shippmg, or storage.

The tadwlyticdi:coinposition' of water
produCes ·hydfogen,whichaccumUIateS in
sealed containers, and Oxnen, wmcb is
consumed durin! a reaction·with the
organic resin and Water in the container.
The .hydrogen gas generation rate is,
Througb DOE research into the
Organic ion exchange resins were used
dependent on the radiation dose to the
accident at TMI, laboratory personnel
a10ne or in combinRtion with inorganic
water and organic resin: the rate intteases
have learned a great deal about organic
zeolites in the 50 EPICOR II prefil(:ers
in a nearly linear relationship with an
and inorganic ion exchange media, both
tbat decontaminated accident' water from
increasing curie' content (see Figure 8).
the Auxiliary and 'Fuel Handling'
of which have been part of the cleanup
Internal pressure in a sealed container
buildings. Research on tbe EPICOR II
process there. Researcbers analyzed the
will at firs. decrease sharply as oxygen in
media in the EPICOR II prefilters,
ion exchange media focused specifically
the air inside the container is consumed
Makeup and Purification System
on radiolytic generation of combustible
by a chemical reaction. The dose
demineralizers, and Submerged
gases, resin degradation, and liner
delivered to the organic ~esin acts as a
Demineralizer System (SDS) liners,
integrity. Laboratory scale studies have
catalyst for this reaction. When all the
shown that at doses of about 107 rads
focusing ~necificalJy on two major
oxygen' has reacted, the ongoing
and
more,
residual
water
in
the
organic
concerns: radiolytic generation of
radiolytic process builds up hydrogen gas
combustible gases and resin degradation.
resin decomposes and.the resin itself
concentrations in
4.-________. -______-.,-______~--------~------~ the container,
causing an increase
in container
pressure above
atmospheric
pressUre.

Average
genElll!tion
rate of

5.94 x 10 - 6 UCUh

I

..1

Figure,S· This graph Dn!SlIIIlntil

'l1ydtOgen geneOltloll
curies for EPICOR 11 prE~filti9rs~

In a closer look at resin degradation,
analysts characterized the two worst-case
EPICOR II prefdters and found that the
pH of tp.e ion exchange media was acidic
and became si,gnificantly more so from
top to bottom of the bed. But resin
degradation, such as surface cracking,
spalling, and fragmentation due to
radiation exposure appeaced to be
minimal. This minimal degradation was
observed at the bottom of the bed, far
from the highest activity loading. Thus, it
likely was the result of high moisture
content or chemical attack. Analyses also
. demonstrate no significant leaching of
nuclides from the resin and essentially n13
threat to liner integrity. And results of
metallurgical studies suggest that the
liners can be disposed of safely for more
than 300 years in high-integrity containers
without any threat to the environment.
StUdying the two Makeup and
Purification System demineralizers,
analysts focused on resin degradation due
to irradiation and high temperatures.
After five years of radioactive decay,
demineralizer A contains approximately
5000 Ci of cesium, and demineralizer B
holds about 14,000 Ci of cesium. To
date, these resins have absorbed a dose
of more than 109 rads. In addition.
fission product decay heat likely
produced temperatures of up to 811 K.
As expected, this combination of high
temperatures and radiation dose caused
the demineralizer resins to degrade; the
bed size reduced by about 70lVe.
Samples of both demineralizer beds
were sent to Oak Ridge National
Laboratory for analysis. Demineralizer A
was found to be dry, with agglomerated,
black resin fragments. indicating
temperatures in excess of 672 K and
extensive radiation damage. Analysts
have not concluded whether this vessel's
resins are sluicible, but they have
confirmed that demineralizer B resins
likely can be siu.iced because they
remained under water.

':,.: ..

As expected in resins irtadiated to the
high le~'els found in these two vessels,
radiolysis produced hydrogen and oxygen
gases. Analysts say the hydrogen
generation and oxygen depletion
mechanisms observed in these resins were
the same as in the EPICOR II system ion
exchange media. Before slllliclng, the
cesium will be removed by elution from
the resins and processed by the SOS
zeolites, whose abilities to handle such
high curie loadings bas been proven.

5DS was the third system at TMI in
which an ion exchange medium was used.
The inorganic zeolites in these liners
effectively processed about 3785 m 3 of
contaminated water from the reactor
coolant bJeed tanks, the RCS, and the
building basement.
Below a dose of 109 rads, inorganic
zeolites do not suffer radiation
degradation; the only effect of the
extremely high curie loading is radiolytic
generation of hydrogen and oxygen gases.
Focusing their studies on this concern,
analysts have found that gas generation
rates are approximately proportional to
curie loading. Also, the oxygen depletion
mechanism found in organic resins does
not occur with inorganic zeolites to the
same degree. The measured fraction of
hydrogen was greater than stoichiometric,
but oxygen was generated in sufficient
quantities to form a combustible mixture
in a sealed container.
Zeolite liners in storage at TMI
exhibited gas generation rates of nearly
1 Lih. Rockwell Hanford Operations
developed a catalyst recombiner and
vacuum outgassing system to solve the
gas generation problem. Vacuum
outgassing removed residual water, and
palladium catalyst pellets recombined the
radiolytic gases generated fmm both the
residual and chemically bound water so
the liners could be safely shipped from
the Jsland.O
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Core Topography System
Data and Photos Give
First Accurate Picture
of Core Void
As reported in the December 15. 1983,
issue of the Update, engineers lowered a
sonic sensing bead into the TMI-2 core
and collected nearly 500,000 data points
to acoustically map the size and shape of
the cavit~ inside the damaged reactor.
Since then, these individual data points

have been reconstructed into the three
dimensional dear plastic model pictured
in Figure 9. This model is tbe first
al:.l:.utate map o{ the Utlptt 'Portion of the
core, which experienced considerable
damage during the accident.
The model sbows in some places the
void extends alI the way to the edge of
the core. The suspended materials in the
model are axiai power shaping rods,
which were driven in after the accident,
and stubs of fueL assemblies. After
studying the results of the core
topography system, engineers have
determined the cavity volume to be
approximately 9.5 m 3. At the deepest
point, the cavity drops about 2 m, as
measured from the underside of the
plenum.

Figure 9 Mike Martin, senior
projec.t. ~9ineer••xplalnst~e
making ofthis cl,arplasfic:

model of the coJl~vold. dav.toped
from nearly soo.ooo data points.
FW H!Sn

1- .••*

These findings are also supported by
videotapes of the region between the
pienum and rubble bed. Figure 10 shows
the stubs of fuel assemblies hanging
unsupported from the underside
the
reactor plenum. Data from the sonar
mapping device indicate these segments
typically are 5 to 25 em long. A clos::.
shot, seen in Figure 11, reveals an
exposed fuel rod plenum spring. In
Figure 12, the core former wall is clearly
visibJe and appears in most places to be
undamaged. Just in one area on the east
side of the reai;:tor does the core former
wall appear to bow outward
by about 6 em.

or

Figure 10 Stubs of fuel
assemblies hang from the
underside of the plenum
assembly.

-------------------------------

Figure 11 This fuel rod broke off
close to the end fitting, exposing
the fuel rod plenum spring.
Figure 12 Although the void
extends, In most plac6s, to the
edge of the core, the core former
wall appears undamaged.

· -,

...

Only the top 1.5 m of the nearly 4-m
tall core are visible to analysts at this
time; the area relow is still unknown.
But looking down, the video camera has
provided some clear photographs of the
rubble red. In Figure 13, fractured fuel
rods lay like pickup sticks on the surface
of the gravel-like rubble bed. Fuel rod
plenum springs are also visible there (see
Figure 14). And contra.-y to earlier
conclusions based on limited visual
observations, the surface of the rubble
bed is uneven. In one region of the
rubble red, engineers saw a "valley,"
which the" speculate was created during
the acddfnt by upward water flowing
through !be rubble bed.

• Figure 13

Fractured fuel rods lie
scattered across the surface of
the rubble bed.

Figure 141n.8 closer shot, fuel
.. rod plenum springs are also

visible· on the rUQble bed surface.
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Using the data collected from the !'''::".::
sensing head. engineers also were able to
v!ot cross sections of the void. Two such
cross sections are pres.:nted in Figure 15.
The solid lines in these drawings were
produced from actual data, while tile
dashed lines are approximate locarions
obtained by extrapolation or
interpolation. (A few areas of the n;bble
bed were not within the range of the
acoustic transducers.)
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Section A-A of Figure 15 shows the
deepest point of the void, at ?osition p.
where water possibly flowed. as expirined
earlier. The bottom of tbis narrow
channel is about :2 m into the core. !n
Section B-B, the data points plotted in
the center of the cross section jut up into
the void. As videotapes of this region
confirm, this protrusion is a panial fud
rod and its associated hardware, whkh
feli from the plenum into the ruoble bed.
As a result of this information,
analysts have conduded that 135 of the
total 177 fuel assemblies in Unit 2 are
broken, thus creating the void in the t.:>p
1.5 m of the core. Of the remaining
42 assemblies, 19 are more than
50ll'fn intact (indudir.g the two possible
fully intact assemblies), and 23 are less
than 50ll'fn intact. Again, these numbers
strictly pertain to the known 1.5 m of the
core. This and other sonar topographic
data are still being evaluated and will be
useful in planning for plenum anQ fuel
removal.

.

Engineers plan this year to answer
some questions about the unknown
region below the currently defined vvid
by all:llyzing more samples taken from
deep in the rubble bed.O

Figure 15 Sections A-A and s-a
lire top9graphical plot cross
sections of the TM 1·2 core void.
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Firs't .Samples of
Core Debris Analyzed
These six samples shown at right were
the first obtained from the daIalaged
TMI·2 reactor core. After their removal
last fall, five of the samples were sent to
the INEL and the sixth to
Babcock & Wilcox laboratories in
Lynchburg, Virginia, wher~ they were
weighed and photographed.
At the INEL, analysts removed eight
particles from the five saIDples for
gaIDma spectroscopy and fissile
determination. The core debris consisted
of fuel pellet fragments, shards of
cladding or guide tubes, and particles
which appear to be glazed with previously
liquid material. Five of the ~t particles
were ~arilY fuel. While 1 Ce, l06Ru,
and I Eu appeared to be associated
mostly with the fuel, 137Cs and 125Sb
were released from the fuel particles.
Based on a limited analysis, the released
cesium and antimony appear to be
present on other core materials.
Radiation levels for the five samples,
using a teletector from 2.5 cm away,
ranged from 3 to 36 Rlh gaIDma. Particle
sizes ranged from about 0.6 cm to a fine
debris. One surface saInple consisted of
13 large chunks of material.

Future work will address the chemistry
of the debris in all six samples. The
information from the debris saInpIes will
aid in assessing the tools and procedures
required to defuel the TMI·2 reactor. In
addition, the data will be used to define
the behavior of a commercial reactor core
under the accident conditions found in
TMI·2.0
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TMI·2 Head
Safely Lifted

Tripod
Attached to
Polar Crane

Fl. EI.

Two teams of more than 40 workers
labored around-the-<:lock to ruccessfully
lift the head from the damaged Three
~~~:>~>~~
,-q,~~~~%<::(..~~~<..~
~~~~'·i!,,'ft~~,;,~'\i)~'\.~
-me \rt\~'a\ ttml'Q\)M£l\"S 'lIIlQ. \uil. d\ tne
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'l'he head was lifted on the eveID.»g DJ
July 24 and was seated on its stoTllIJe
smoa sharlJyaJ'rer midnipr rhe ne:« day.
The bead, induaiD8 /be serna: struc:ture,
JeBO blanketed sbie1diIf8, and lift rigging,

weighs approximately 159 tons. The lu:aJ:l
of two major components: the
domed cap {Jf the reactor vessel and the
head service structlLre (see Figure 1).
consi~ts

Veasel

Figure 1. Section view of reactor

vessal head remoyal.
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Figure 2. Photo taken from televi·
sion monitor of the head traveling
toward the head storage stand.

Attached to the polar crane with three
cables and lifting tripod. and covered
with 13 tons of lead blankets, the head
was flISt lifted a fraction of 1m inch so
that workers could ensure that the head
was level. With the head then raised
:3 feet abcve the reactor vessel, workers
. wrapped a plastic "diaper" underneath
to prevent contaminants there from being
spread during travel. Moving at a rate of
1 to 2 feet per minute, the head was rais
ed 38 feet Imd then moved south and east
towards its storage stand (see FIgUre 2).
During the entire process.

the building showed no radiation releases
during the entire operation.
The fmal lowering of the head was
delayed while the guide holes in the head
were aligned with the guide pins on the
storage stand. Surrounding the head 8tor:
age stand are 12-foot-higb columns 6JJcd
with sand that act as radiation shields.
The columns were originally filled with
water but were drained and refilled with
sand because of leakage. FJgure :3 shows
the head seated on the storage staIJJd..

ensineers and

technicians were located in a command
center in the TMI-2 Turbine Buikting and
monitored the head lift activities by closed
circuit television and mobile radio. The
workers inside the Reador Building worked
most of the time inside a Jcad:meJ.ded
work station to ~ exposure. The
Reactor BuiIdi.tIJ was isolated dflrin,g the
lift, and·~ monltms·plaad inside

Figure 3. Reactor yessel head
seated on tttorage stand.

3

Figure 4. IIF and work platform in
place en the reactor vessel.

After the head was sutcCSSfuJly landed
on the storage stand. workers released 2he
iirting rig and attached it to the Internals
Indexing FlXiure (IlF) located on the
opera~ing floor of the Reactor Buuding.
This 6-foot-bish !'iteel cylinder, used dur
ing normal refueling operations. was
pla~ed on top of the open vessel wbere
the cylinder will remain throughout the
entire defueling process. On~ the lIF
was attached, water was added to the
Reactor Coolant System, filling the UP to
a depth of about S feet. This configura
tion provides shieidiDg from radiooctivity
and will allow the plenum andl fuel to be
extrac:ted tbrOUJh the IIF without
flooding the rcfucliag ~al. On~ the UF
was r'tlled with water. workers installed a
1·3l4-inch-thi~k lead-lined steel work
platform on top of the UF, eornpleting
the head remoyal/IIF installation pro
cedure. PiaUle 4 shows the IIF and plat
form in pJa~ on the reactor vessel.
During pla~ent of the work plat·
form. 8 minor lr.alfunctiOD of one of the

4

switches on the polar crane caused. it to
stop when the work platrorm was within
an in~h of the IIF. Worken manually
lowered the work platform the rest of the
way by turning the turnbuddes on the
crane's lift rigging.
Throughout the bead removal process,
tbe radIation levels were less than
originally anticipated. Readings taken at
the refueling canal were 3 Rlhour, which
was 10 to IS times lower than projected.
In the lead-curtain cubicle. workers ex
perienced radiation levels of 30 mRlhour,
lower than the .so to 1.so mRlbour antici
pated. While removing their prorerove
clotbina. six workers experienced millor
skin contamination. whicb was subse
quently washed off with soap and water.
With the 'bead lifted and the IIF in
the first major pbase toward suc

1I~.

cessful cleanup has been accomplisbed.
Currently. the schedule c:aUs for initial
plenum jacking in Dcceaibcr 1984 and
dcfuelina to be&in the followina JuIy.O

Months of Preparation
Lead to Safe Head Lift
The successful head lift in July 1984
climaxed months of preparatory work in
and out of the TMI-2 Reactor Building.
Safety played a key role throughout the
operation, from underhead characteriza
tion to placement of the head on the
storage stand.
One of the early objectives of the
TI&EP's Reactor Evaluation Program
was to determine the best approach to
safely remove the reactor vessel head.
The approach chosen was to remove the
bead dry, without flooding the refueling
canal. This is essentially the same techni
que used in normal refueling operations
and was considerably less time consuming
tha'1 removing the head wet, which. would
have required subsequent deoontamina
tion of the refueling canal and processing
of the canal water.

Major preparations were coilducted in
the five months preceding the actual lift.
The 60 studs that fastened the head to
the reactor vessel were partially deten
sioned to identify the studs that might
haye been stuck as ill result of corrosion.
Studs are detensioned by first stretching
the studs and then loosening the nuts on
them (see FiS'Jre S). As expected, workers
encountered some difficulty turning the
stud Duts but succeeded using penetrating
oil and a striking bar and bammer. Two
of the studs were removed a: that time,
leaving holes in the head flange that later
were lined up with the two guide pins on
the stOfagc stand on which the head was
seated. In a later entry, the workers fully

detensioned and removed the other
58 stud and nut assemblies, each weigh
ing 670 Ib, and placed them in storage
racks. Finally, the stud holes were filled
with a preservative and sealed, preventing
them from corroding.

Figure 5. This closeup shows
some of the 60 studs that fasten
ad the TMI·2 reactor head to the
reactor vessel. The nut on the
lower portion of each stud main·
tains tension on that stUd.

The Underhead Characterization Pro
gram confirmed the decision to remove
the head dry. This program included the
closed-circuit television examinations of
surfaces under the head and on top of
tbe plenum, radiation measurements in
side the vessel, and analyses of debris
sanlples from the plc~um's upper surface.
While cameras saw much debris hang
ing from the underside of the plenum, its
top surface-lx:tween the plenum aad the
head-showed no apparent damage or
distortion and little debris. After obtaIn
ing gamma and beta radiation readings of
this debris, technicians removed some
samples whicb were tested for pyrophoric
reaction. The test, conducted at Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratory's TMI
facility, demonstrated the debris posed no
pyrophoric hazards.
The next major step in head removal
prepara'.ions followed in February 1984,
when the pow crane was successfully
load tested and qualified to lift the .reac
tor vessel bead and service structure. The
crane fifted and maneuvered a 214-ton
load of missile shields, the lifting frame,
and assorted rigging assemblies.

5

After tbe bead studs were partially
detensioned, the reactor ves:rel was refill
ed and pressurized. Processing of the
Reactor Coolant System water could then
reswne. By sending the water through the
Submerged Demineralizer System. its
radioactivity was reduced. Also, ilie
water's boron concentration was increas
ed froc. 3700 to about SOOO ppm, thus
increasing the safety margin for preven
tion of criticality (nuclear chain reaction)
during later defueiing operations. After

the processing was complete, the n:actor
vessel was depressurized and water par
tially drained to below the reactor vessel
flange before head lift.
Clearing a path for the "ead to be
transported through the south end of the
refueling canal, the au:xiliary fuel bamll
ing bridge was dismantled and m(>vej to
the north end of the can<ll. The bridge is
a crane tbat straddles and trolleys over
the refuelin6 canal.

Figure 6. A TMI·2 worker pours a
sealant around the canal seal
plate. The sealant and a metal
seal plate were placed between
the refueling canal and the reac·
tor vessel so the canal could
have been flooded, if necessary,
for shielding.
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A few days before head lift, the re
maining 66 lead screws were parlced, or
raised from inside the reactor vessel up
into the reactor head service structure.
Other important preHft jobs included in
stalling cameras to monitor the head to
maintain alignment as it was lifted; strip
ping the bead of remaining insulation,
wiring, piping, and equipment for ade
qaate accessibility; preparing the [IF for
placement on the reactor vessel after head
removal; assembling in the Reactor

Building the IIF work platform; and in
stalling a system to process tne Reactor
Coolant System water within the reactor
and IIF. The water is being pumped
through this system to remove radioac
tivity from the reactor coolant system
water, thereby keeping radiation ie'rels
low in work areas above the vessel.
Head lift planners were aware that
head lift could have resulted in an air
particulate radioactivity buildup or radia

tion intensity in the area around the top
of the vessel, possibly requiring the
refueling canaJ to be flooded_ They
therefore took precautions for such a
contingency, fully inspecting the canal,
sealing all penetrations in the canaJ waIls
and floors, and modif}ing the water
systl-"IDS so the canai could have been
flooded with borated water-and subse
quently drained.
A seal plate was installed, closing the
gap between the reactor vtsse! and the
refueling canaJ. On a partial mockup of
the canaJ seal plate, workers practiced
various techniques to apply the sealing
compound that was to be used in the
cavities and joints of the seal plate.
Figure 6 shows a TMI-2 worker actlll'lly
pouring the sealant around the reactor
vesseL
Training was, in fact, a critical part of
the head removal effort. By rehearsing in
the Unit 2 Turbine Building on mockups
of the reactor nead, IIF, UF work plat
form, and other components and appara
tus, workers were prepared to enter the
Reactor Building and carry out their func
tions safely and efficiently. Consequently, "
they were able to reduce their time in the
building and minimil:e their exposure.
Training was one of a number of items
established to make head lift a safe ac
tivity. Some other controls included the
use of shielding, protective clothing and
respuators, personal dosimeters, radiation
monitors, and television cameras, the
combination of which were desigued to
keep radiation exposures to a minimum.

o
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Next Step:

Plenum
Jacking,
Removal
Planned
No sooner was the head removal proj
ect completed when the TMI-2 recovery
program turned its primary focus to the
next major stage in reactor disassembly:
plenum removal.
The plenum assembly, a 55-ton cylin
drical stru"ture above the reactor core,
houses the control rod guide tubes. It is
scheduled for initial jacking in December
and placement in the deep end of the
• refueling canal in May 1985. Over the past
couple of months. the TI&EP and GPU
Nuclear have been getting the plenum
- assembly ready for its initial jacking.
As a preparation. technicians ·are
visually inspecting the plenum, using
specially designed underwater cameras,
recorders, lighting, and (ong-handled
camera-positioning tools. to determine
the amount of debris on tbe underside
and peripberal surfaces of the plenum, as
well as on top of the fuel assembly end
fittings (see Figure 7). If a great amount
of debris is found and considered to be a
possible hindrance to tbe plenum lifting
operation, the technicia<~~ may remove it
by water lancing or vacul.Ulling.
A1so during the inspection, workers
will attempt to separate unsupported end
fittings using newly designed end fitting
separation tools. If some end fitting~ re
main attached, they may leave them since
the plenum would still be able to sit
eveuly on a stand in the refueling canal.
End fitting separation is considered to be
the frrst intentional movement of sign
ificant quantities of fuel in the damaged
reactor core. This action can not cause

"
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core criticality because the nearly 5000 ppm
of boron in the Reactor Coolant System
water in the vessel prevents criticality,
regardless of fuel geometry.
The visual inspecdon of the plenum is
not designed solely to check for debris and
to test £he knock-off tools, but also to see
how much clearance remains in certain .
normally tight areas between the plenum
alld the core support shield that encircles
the reactor vessel. Technicians want to
establish whether the plenum has been
damaged or distotted in these vital areas.

In De.::ember, workers operating four
6O-ton hydraulic jacks will initially lift
the plenum about 2-1/2 inches. The
workers will then check for fuel separa
tiOll, after which they will jack the
plenum another 6·112 inches to be sure
the plenum has a free path out of the
reactor vesseL
The work will then be completed in
early 1985, when a dam will be installed
to hold water in the deep end of the
refUeling canal, a plenum storage stand
will be put in place, the deep end will be
flooded. and the plenum will be lifted,
placed on its stand, and covered.

~

The outcome of this entire phase of the
reactor disassembly project will be detail
ed in a future Update issue. 0

Figure 7. Wor~ers lower new
plenum inspeclion equipment Into
8 large model of the TMI·2 raactOl
as they receive training In the
plant's Turbine Building. The grid
on the map of the plenum (left)
provides guidance.
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The TI&EF'
What Has it Accomplished?
What is in the Future?
The safe removal of the TMI-2 reactor
vessel head marked the successiul comple
tion of Phase 1 of the defueling sequence.
Many TI&EP sponsored activities, along
with intensive head lift preparations, COD
tributed to the achi.evement of this major
milestone. These activities began in 1980
when the OOE Technical Integration
Office (rIO) was established.

The first major step toward defueling
the damaged reactor occurred in July 1980
when the rlIst manned entry into the
Reactor Building occurred. To support
this activity, the TI&EP established a
Citizens' Radiation Monitoring Program,
which proved to be one influential factor
in alleviating the fears of local residents
regarding adequacy of monitoring during

Summa
Cleanu

~.
Polar Crane
Inspection

SD$Il EPIC()Fl;
. Waste Shipmenta· •

I:>~r.
,2

__

n

the veuting of 8SKr froru the Reactor
Building-a prerequisite for manned
entries. lbe program was designed to nro
vide a credible source of infOi1l1ation
about radiation levels to the citizens in the
communities adjacent to TMI during 8:5Kr
venting. The program represented a
unique effort to build citizen confidence
in public information and remai."ls acth'e
in six communities today.
As manned entries into the Reactor
Building increased, the TI&EP sponsored
early inspections of tbe polar crane.
These inspections provided recovery
engineers with vital information on the
extent of damage to the crane so that a

safe, cost effective r~furbishment of the
necessary crane components could be
condu.cted as expeditiously as possible.
TI&EP engineers also pro'idea technical
electricai engineering evaluations to sup
port the polar crane recovery-a critical
path milestone for head removal that was
completed in February 1984.
Probabiy the single TI&EP spons"~ed
event that provided the greatest impact on
the cleanup occurred in July and August
of 1983 when the fIrSt iilspections inside
the reactor were conducted. Not only did
this activity provide the first pictures of
the actual conditioDi of the care, but it
conclusively demonstr::ted that work in

~f TI&EP
,ctivities
~iI'8..-~
Community
Monitoring
Program

First
Manned

Entry

and around the reactor itself could be per
formed safely and efficiently. The activity.
called "Quick Look," also proved tbat
reactor internal components could be safe
Jy removed and bandled and it paved the
way for future underhead and in-vessel
(core) cl1aracterization programs.
Other TI&EP activities also provided
valuable contributions to the cleanup, but
were not nearly as visible as Quick Look
or head lift. Some of those a...'tivities in
cluded the gross decontamin tion experi.
ment designed to determine ,he most ef
fective means of reducing loose surface
cont~mination, fISSion product deposition
and mass balance, Reactor Building char
acterization, and shipping and disposal of
accident generated wastes.

A major milestone in the Waste
Immobilization Program was reached in
the summer of 1983 when the last ion
exchange wastes used to decontaminate ac
cident water were shipped from the Island
for re:earch and development projects and
disposal. Tne t'NO ion-exchange media
systems, called EPICOR II and Submerg
ed Demineralizer System (SDS), decon
taminated more than a million gallons of ./!
accident generated water and captured ap
proximately 95010 of the radioactive ele
ments released from. the Reactor Coolant
System as a result of the accident. (See
articles published in previous editions of
the Update.)
Another major cleanup milestone, elu
tion of cesium from the plant's Makeup
and P ...dfication S:ystem demineralizer
resin, is scheduled for completion in late
1984. Completion of this activity will
essentially complete the Waste Immobiliza...
tion Program's roie in the TMI-2 cleanup.

Quick Look
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Now tbat the head bas been removed,
the major thrust of th~ TI&EP is toward
plenum removal. In addition, the
de fueling and core shipping phase is
gaining momentum.
The plenum insp;:ctian equipment has
already arrived on the Island, and train
ing for the w::tual plenum inspections is
well unde;way. The inspections, schedu1
ed to begin in October, will be followed
by removal of fuel rod stubs that are
adhering to the plenum's underside. Once
this step is complete, the plenum wili be
raised some 2-112 inches using hydraulic
jacks to check for intact fuel assembly
separation. This operation is currently
scheduled to be completed by the end of
1984 and will be followed by transport of
the plenum assembly to a storage stand
located in the deep end of the refueling
canal in the spring of 1985.

After completing many months of
engineering evaluations and studies,
TI&EP engineers selected the cask design
ed for rail shipping as th" best method
for transporting the TMI-2 core to the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(lNEL). Based on this COlK'.ept, engineers
have begun the preliminary cask design.
In addition to the plenum and core ac
tivities, the TI&:EP is continuing to SlolPport
the cleanup effort by analyzing samples of
core ma.tP.rials and internal con.ponents.
These efforts, as well as sinillar efforts in
the past. will provide GPU Nuclear
recovery engineers with the necessary data
to formulate the best approach in solving
compiex recovery problems. 0

The defueling and core shipping ac
tivities h&ve made significant progress.
Westinghonse Electric Corporation, the
defueling equipment contractor, has com
pleted the preliminary desic;u for the
de fueling tooling. TIl'! tOoling tmal
design and fabri<.:ation are expected to be
completed before July 1985, when early
• defueling is l:urrently scheduled to begin.
Early defueling, which basically consists
of a vacuum.:ng technique, is projected to
be completed by early fall of 1985 and
will be followed by bulk defueIing.
Preliminary design of the fuel shipping!
storage canisters is essentially complete.
The first canisters are schedu1ed for
delivery in early spring.

,
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Videotapes Detail
Head Removal Operations
and Successful
Waste Disposal System
The TI&EP recently completed two
videotapes, now available for loan
without charge. One of the programs,
titled "TMI-2 Head Removal-One Step
Closer to Recovery," details the head
removal operation carried out July 24
through July 27, 1984, in Unit 2 at TMI.
With actual footage from inside the
Reactor Building, this videotape takes the
viewer step-by-step through the lift,
transport, and storage of the reactor
vessel head. The program also discusses
the followup work of shielding and
\..Overing the opened reactor vessel and
some of the preparatory work done in
the months previous to the major event.
"EPICOR II: The Evolution of a Suc
cessful Waste Disposal System," also
recently released, examines how this
demmeralizer system processed con
taminated water through three stages of
organic and inorpmic ion-exchange media.

The videotape specifically disC1llSses
EPICOR II system processing of the
water, developrr;.'!llt of a prototype
gas sampler that sampled and purged the
EPICOR II liners of radiolytic gas,
shipments of the liners to the lNEL for
JIUijor research and development studies,
and preparations for liner burial in high
integrity containers. 0

These videotapes may be obtained by
contacting Kim Haddock, EG&G Idaho,
Inc.,TMI Site Office, P.O. Box 88,
Middletown, PA 11057, telephone
FTS j9()..1019 or (717) 948·1019.

,
.

Tn.tiel' reactors.llcensed sinCEI
1976. the proper oPer&t1cn of ~e lOose P&1'ts
. monit.o!.'ing (LPM) System of
re&ctor VEISII$l and
reIa.ted reactor coolant tX'mponentB must. be
dlmlonstra.tecl on B regular blS1s. In samt' 1.'elLCtol.'s.
t.he system's performance :Is a Um1ting oondltion

In all

J)l'E!SS'.1l'lZed

the

Col' continued operation. But: the r.orms.i routine
BUl'Veillance procedUl'eS, whlllh rely on audro out
put, w:Ill not detect when thssyst.em is ~.
A more reliable method u! monitol1ng the state-cf
health '::If a.n'LPM system 18 by ~ regular dc
b:ias voltage measurements of the (!(IUvl3l'tel's. t'his
ill the conclusion of the DOE Instrumentation and
Elo!e*Jl"1<al (TlI!E) P:rogram, which bas been resear

ohl.ng Sflleoted ins!;rumenta.tlon 81l.d ~ com
ponents used in 'J'MI.g and other nu.olea.r power
f.aell1t1es.
After studying LPM system cherie converters
removed from the TMI-2 a.nd 8equoyall-l nucl'l&r
vower sta.t1ons. :uleE engineers found t.hat the con
verters, which USfI field effect. t.ra.nsletoI'S of metal
oxide silicon, d.egraded as a. function of a.c
cumuli.ted radiation dose. These con'lert.ers,
however. were not de;oJ;gned to be radiation
tolera.nt. ncr d.oes the manufacturer, Endevco,
claim them to be. T'ne TMI-2 1nstl'uments had been
mounted in low r&Cllation dose a.rea.a but failed
after being expo~d to unU$Wllly.high ~tion
after tJle accident. The Sequojah-l cherge con
YElrters had been mounted under the rea.otor veseel
where they falled as a reeult of high accumula.ted
radiat!on dose after 156 effectt'lfl full-power days.
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deor$&Bein ~<!I uSUal ~tind
th:Is outpu1; is "not a oonstsnt. .t;ba.~ woUld. ind:1Ca.te
to personnel that the ~nvartel' d~ siIl.cetts·
l&st test. Consequently; & pl&t1t could~ c;perati."lg.
in l1101a.t1on of technJ.cal specitlcattoriS a.n4 U.S:··

:nbrattonlevels; .

NRC Begu1atory Guide 1.13S lU,wlth90n.t:::al
room personnel UlUiW8.re of the conditIon..
!n response to its fsUed eb.a.rge collveiier3,
Sequoyah-ll'ep1a.cad US unita with ~peraturs
and radiation hardened converters. All nuclaa1'
power pla.nta are recoin:mande<1 to consider install
ing charge convorte1'8w1th temperature and :re.d.la
tlon tolerant comJlQrulntB &.ble to withstand
normal plllnt conditions. Stl'&tegl.c location and
sh1eldlng of convSl'tel's
also stgltif1cantly
reduce radiation damage, prolong tb8 IIe1'VI.ee life•.
and inor_ the rllllabllity of ~tion sensitive
equipmen~ :in.stslled in s. reactor buJldlng.

can

Plants that use charfe converters thBt a.re not
:rad1a.tIon qU&llfied S.:riiH'IloXllnmanded to tal!:,!! regular
~ts of con'l~ de biBB v"lIage. wllich
wm shift i,lpWa.rdsa.syad!J.tion dose is accum:ulsted
untn the limit of the ,lOWei'SuppJy re.U Yoltage. IlOl"
:ril!IJly30 roIts, f!i ree"hl!d. By ~ the cha.rge
conVBI~l' de bRiB

vOlt.age ·and l~ tor 8. :Qigher- .

can

than-ilormalleYal. plantoperiltors
ei!ect1vely
mOI$Jl' r&d.la.t1On ~ ~ normal. bias
voltages for the TMI·2 a.nd ~-l cha.rge Con
vert.e1'$ w_ 13.5 a.nd 18 vol:ta, ~.
Inm.:-n1to~

the convertel'~s ~ll\!1O.;outJn1t. the.

onlynorn.iI.l. 1J:uHcation of de~t1onis a;
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